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Course Aims and Objectives:  In this course students will start with giving opinions, then 

move to supporting, explaining, and presenting opinions, followed by building, presenting and 

evaluating arguments, and then finally end with debating opinions. 

By the end of this course students will be able to: - use reasons to explain opinions  - use 

evidence to support opinions - build arguments using reasons and evidence - present 

arguments systematically - evaluate reasons and evidence - apply / demonstrate the above 

skills within a debate format 

Course Content:  Introduction, Unit 1:  *Your opinion  *Agree or disagree  *Opinion 

survey  *Debate vocabulary  Unit 2:  *Explaining your opinion  *Strong reasons  

*Compare and contrast  *Debate delivery  *Giving reasons  *Brainstorming  Unit 3:  

*Supporting your opinion  *Types of support  *Giving supports  Unit 4:  *Organizing your 

opinion  *The first speech in a debate (the affirmative team)  * Debate introductions and 

conclusions Unit 5:  *Telling why the opposing team’s point is either not true or not important  

*Tennis debate 

Class Rules (1) Class activities should be done in English! Please take this opportunity to 

practice using English! (2) Students who are late will have difficulty joining class activities, so, 

students should be in the classroom before class begins. Three late arrivals will be considered 

as one absence. In the case of four or more absences, a student will not receive credit for the 

class. (3) Students who are absent from a class should visit the instructor the next day to ask 

about the content of the missed lesson, and get information about preparation, review, 

homework, etc.  

(4) Cell phones should be turned off and put away before entering the classroom.  

(5) Preparation and review are absolutely necessary for understanding of the content of 

classes and academic improvement. 

Textbook Information: 

The textbook used is: Discover Debate, Basic Skills for Supporting and Refuting Opinions (by 

Michael Lubetsky, Charles LeBeau, David Harrington). Students should purchase this 

textbook before the first class. 

Assessment:  (1) Participation (including attendance, punctuality, preparation and attitude) 

45%   (2) Homework, quizzes, tests, in-class assignments 25%   (3) Debates (including 

mini-debates and final debate) 30% 

Course Number:  ENGLISH S3     682  

Theme:                  Discover Debate   

Instructor’s name:            Semin Poonja 


